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BJECT: This inspection was conducted in an attempt to identify the source of an odor complaint Fo!!owing the inspection. AQ staff 
ermmed 1t was not the source of the complaint. 

RESOLVED COMPLAINTS: 

Denise Plafcan (DP) conducted an unannounced unscheduled inspection to determine compliance with state and 
federal Air Quality rules and regulations and as part of a on-going complaint investigation. DP drove around the 
area to evaluate possible sources that may be causing a burning metal odor at the complainant's residence. 
There were no odors and no apparent malfunctions at the facility. DP met with, Eric Staley, General Manager, 
after a brief introduction and discussion DP explained the purpose of the inspection, the need for the inspection 
to be unannounced, the recent complaint and reviewed the Environmental Inspection brochure. Eric was also 
the escort on the inspection. 

There are two buildings that are part of Select Technologies, they have 20 employees working one shift from 
6am to 6pm five days a week and have been in this location for 15 years. The front or main building (nearest 
the road) is the office area and where large (over 5 feet by 4 feet) switch or electrical boxes are assembled with 
the interior or wiring parts. The second building in the back or the west end of the property near the highway 
exit ramp is used for storage and a large food conveyor oven manufactured in Belgium. The oven is 
occasionally used by prospective purchasers of the oven to test how the oven roasts food products like chicken 
breasts or beef. The oven runs on natural gas and does have a stack but the smells would be similar to a 
restaurant and not that of burning metaL 

Eric did say that he has not noticed any odors in the area even though they are located just north of Steel Craft 
and the stack for the Steel Craft stress relieving oven. 

Based on the physical inspection the facility appears not to have any AQ regulated operations, to be in 
compliance with state and federal Air Quality rules and regulations and does not appear to be the source of the 
odor complaint. 


